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The Balancing Act of Managing Your
Factoring Portfolio
If you talk to ten different factoring companies about how they manage their
factoring portfolio, there’s a good chance you’ll get a variety of different answers.
We funders know that factoring is not an exact science, by any means.

Although most factoring companies do adhere to non-mandatory
industry guidelines in their due
diligence and portfolio management processes, each company has
its own unique threshold, which is
largely dependent on their tolerance
for risk. For example, some factors
will fund the construction industry
or medical receivables, while others
may prefer staffing or transportation. Some funders will exclusively
work within a certain niche, while
others fund all industries, based on a
predetermined credit limit.
As a direct funder, I can tell you
from personal experience that
every client is unique and must be
approached with that mindset. The
International Factoring Association
<94TaW`Talbg[Xe\aWhfgel
experts have produced materials

available for new factors that can be
utilized as guidelines for approving,
funding, and servicing factoring
V_\Xagf!Ha_\^Xbg[XeƇaTaVX
industries, factors do not adhere
to mandatory compliance regulations such as those for mortgage
lending and banking. Therefore,
any factoring guidelines serve as
exactly that – a guide to conduct
your business. For example, one key
industry standard for most factoring
Vb`cTa\Xf\fg[Tgg[Xl[TiXTƇefg
lien position on their client’s assets.

This is accomplished by performing
TH66fXTeV[TaWchU_\V_lƇ_\aZ
TH66Ǥ$ƇaTaV\aZfgTgX`Xag!5l
[Ti\aZTƇefg_\Xacbf\g\babalbhe
client’s assets, you are protecting
your company in the event of a
dispute or bankruptcy. To illustrate
my point, we have been approached
by several factors that were willing
to fund prospects in a second lien
cbf\g\ba!JXWba·geXVb``XaW\g
but there is always a niche that some
Vb`cTalj\__Yh_Ƈ__\ag[XƇaTaVX
industry. From our standpoint, we
look at factoring guidelines as a tool
that allows us to mitigate the risk
associated with any new client. It’s
up to us to use the applicable tools
to either fund or decline a deal.
If this is starting to sound like a
bunch of factoring doubletalk, let
me give you some real examples
to illustrate how managing your
factoring portfolio can fall into some
real gray areas, depending on which
side of the risk fence you reside.
Let’s say you have been factoring
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j\g[=b[a7bX@TahYTVghe\aZYbe
several years, and he has the same
customer. The client’s invoices
generally pay on time and the
iXe\ƇVTg\bacebVXff[TfaXiXeUXXa
an issue. However, when trying to
verify the current funding schedule
it turns out the accounts payable
person that provides the approval
is on vacation and there is no other
person available to help you. Your
client’s payroll is due tomorrow, and
without this funding, his employees
will not get paid. So, what do you
Wb2EX`X`UXeYTVgbe\aZ$#$fTlf
to never fund a deal without proper
iXe\ƇVTg\baYeb`g[XTVVbhagWXUgbe!
You can take the hard line and reject
the schedule, which will put your
client in a difficult predicament and
possibly damage his business. Our
position was the client had enough
good history with our company
and his customer for us to proceed.
Although the schedule was funded,
it was under the condition that we
would not move forward with any
future advances until this schedule
jTfTccebiXW!JXVbh_W[TiXgT^Xa
it one step further and given the
client a smaller advance or withheld
future rebates contingent upon veriƇVTg\ba!<ag[XXaW\gjbe^XWbhgYbe
all parties with the client’s invoices
TccebiXWTaWXiXaghT__liXe\ƇXW!
Here’s another example. You have
a small client that just landed a
purchase order with a national
apparel retailer with extremely good
credit. The customer, however,
will acknowledge receipt of the
goods but will not inspect them
until several weeks later. Obviously,
your client wants his advance so
he can start paying overhead and
vendors for both the prior and new
orders. This is a tough one. Some of
you may suggest credit insurance
to cover any losses, but in reality,
the issue is not with the account
debtor’s ability to pay. Trying to get
any insurance claim paid is difficult
enough, and in this case, it would be
a breach of contract, which is usually

not covered in a credit insurance
policy. In this example, we passed
on the advance since we were not
comfortable with the large gap
between the receipt and inspection
of the goods. As it turned out, some
bYg[XZbbWfjXeXabghcgbfcXV\Ƈcation, and the retailer rejected the
entire shipment. The client was able
gbeX`XWlg[XZbbWfgbfcXV\ƇVTg\ba
j[\V[gbb^Tabg[XeYbhejXX^f
and reship them to the retailer for
full payment. This is just a classic
example of where you had a partial
iXefhfTYh__iXe\ƇVTg\baj[\V[_XWgb
a potential loss for the factor. Many
funders would have chosen to move
forward on this deal since the debtor
was a nationally known corporation. This example brings us back
to the point that all decisions are
based on the risk tolerance of each
factoring company. I can continue
with other examples where servicing
your factoring portfolio isn’t always
crystal clear. Unfortunately, in
many cases, your decision to move

forward on a deal will fall into a gray
area that requires a real gut check.
Manage your clients wisely, thoroughly check your new prospects,
and most importantly, mitigate as
`hV[e\f^Tfcbff\U_X!

AFA UPDATE
Continued from page 23

fcXV\ƇVT__lgTeZXg\aZYTVgbe\aZbe
simply the continuation of Operation
6[b^XCb\agUl7B=g[XeXfh_gfTeX
the same. Factoring needs the AFA in
JTf[\aZgbagb`T^XfheXbheib\VX
is heard. If you are not currently
supporting the AFA, please take this
opportunity to become a valued
member: www.americanfactoring.org.
Founded in 2009, to provide a unified
voice for the factoring industry,
the AFA is dedicated to promoting
and protecting the interests of the
factoring community. The AFA board
is made up of volunteers who devote
time and their own funds to travel
to Washington, D.C. on behalf of the
factoring industry.
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